Currently I do support “jailbreaking” of all mobile devices and have not attempted to do so with game consoles. I believe it does open another world of customization, and allows developers that are not supported by companies such as Apple to submit their creations, apps, themes, etc., to the public for their choice. I have seen so many applications been denied by Apple, and then been available through jailbreaking your device. It should be to the customers/users choice instead of the company limiting you to what you can choose.

A benefit to this has lead even Apple to improve their product and software. They have seen ideas that have where initially released and only available to jailbroken devices that they have later on implemented to their software updates. This of course takes away the credibility of the creator, and the recognition is not given to the right person.

It would be simpler if Apple did realize what potential some of the developers had and gave some more effort to support other creative minds.

Without jailbreaking, I think we are simply limited to what Apple would like us to do, and shouldn’t be so in a county where freedom is supposed to be supported.

I am simply a user, not a developer but like to support and give credit to others where it is due. I like having a device that is mine and unique, not a tool that is controlled by another.